When Alistair Griffin originally conceived the idea of releasing “Forever Today” to commemorate the
10th anniversary of Robin Gibb’s passing, he also let it be known that he was considering the
possibility of including the song on a tribute EP, rather than just as an isolated single release. Since
then the feedback, not just from his own supporters but also from Bee Gees’ fans determined to
keep Robin’s name alive, has been so enthusiastic that the project has now turned into a full blown
album!
“Forever Today - A Tribute To Robin Gibb” will be released
shortly before 20th May, and as well as featuring the new finally
completed version of “Forever Today”, the album will include
Alistair’s own versions of these eight (and possibly one more)
other Gibb compositions, with the emphasis being firmly placed
on songs where Robin’s vocals were particularly prominent:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Forever Today (there will be a full-length video for this
which includes tasteful references to Robin’s influence,
and you can watch a short preview of it here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6NSqbB0FfYw)
I Started A Joke
Massachusetts
I’ve Gotta Get A Message To You
How Deep Is Your Love
Saved By The Bell
My Lover’s Prayer (new version)
Country Lanes

Note that the CD version will include
exclusive bonus tracks (including an
instrumental version of Forever Today)
and will be a limited release with the
final quantity to be determined by
advance orders. There will also be a
separate download link for pre-order of
the digital version, but that won't be
active until the tracks have been
uploaded, and so won’t be available until
nearer the release date.
(Robin & Alistair at the Berlin Tempodrom on 21st September 2004 which was taken by Bee Gees fan Oliver
Volkhammer whose wonderful image will be used by Alistair as part of the artwork for this album)

Pre-orders for the CD version are now being taken though, and can be placed here
https://www.musicglue.com/alistair-griffin/products/forever-today-a-tribute-to-robin-gibb. These
will cost £11.99 plus postage, which would be an additional £2.85 (UK), £4.75 (EU) or £5.75
(elsewhere). The only way to guarantee that you will be able to obtain what is sure to become a
collector’s item is by placing a pre-order, which also provides the best opportunity to see Robin’s
name appear in the charts again!
The closing date for pre-orders will be Friday 6th May, but please don’t leave it until the last minute
before ordering as there’s no time like the present, and note that when doing so you’ll also have the
option to buy a lyric print too!

